




The Reframe Collection by Unidrain is  an exclusive and unique series of  bathroom accessories grounded in Scandinavian 
design and quality. Each product is  designed with innovative, unique and intell igent features to improve functionality.

The Reframe Collection is  reframing the existing, bringing new functionality  into bathroom accessories. Five different 
colour options give you the possibil ity  of  matching all  metal  details, conveying a subtle feeling of  luxury.

”My approach to this design is based on a wish to improve and reframe the existing”                 

Kenneth Waaben, Designer 



SOAP SHELF AND
SHOWER WIPER 

A surprisingly clever creation in
the shower! Besides creating a place
for your shower essentials, the shelf
also provides a fixed home for the
shower wiper. Hidden magnets in
the wall mount and shower wiper
ensure a secure and discrete
placement, keeping the wiper handy
and easy to access at all times.
The wiper consists of two parts;
a reinforced steel frame and a
high quality silicone blade. This
construction ensures an effective
and even cleaning of all surfaces.



CORNER SOAP SHELF

Soap shelf in a reinforced steel 
plate to secure stability. Discreet 
grooves drain water away and an 
anti-slip barrier keeps shower 
essentials from sliding when the 
shelf is wet. The innovative wall 
mount can be adapted to corners, 
which are not excately 90°.

SHOWER WIPER

Separate shower wiper and wall 
mount with integrated magnets to 
keep the wiper in place. The wiper 
consists of two parts; a reinforced 
steel frame and a high quality 
silicone blade. This construction 
ensures an effective and even 
cleaning of all surfaces. Built in 
’bumpers’ on all sides protect your 
tiles from scratches and marks.



TOWEL BAR 

Make your shower a little more Zen.
The towel bar has a solid and
unique mounting design and keeps
your bathroom in harmony
- even your most fluffy towels
will stay in place, all the time.



TOWEL HOOK

Elegant hooks keep you towels 
in reach at all times. The perfect 
shape of these hooks will keep 
your towels from slipping.



TOILET BRUSH

Having a toilet brush has never been more stylish 
and hygienic. Besides the sleek design, you will be 
pleased with the anti-drip function, which reduces 
dripping and the inner plastic tube with drainage 
collar to prevent germs outside the toilet brush and 
in between the inner and outer container. You will 
also love the external handle which allows you to 
empty the container without interfering with germs. 
The brush head is replaceable and can easily be 
exchanged. Choose between a wall mounted and 
floor standing version.



TOILET PAPER HOLDER 
SPARE TOILET PAPER HOLDER

Keep your toilet paper nice and 
centered with the innovative paper 
holder. The holder is reversible for 
your convenience and an integrated 
magnetic part will keep the toilet roll
in place and optimise its friction. 
The spare toilet paper holder has a 
seperate rubber part, that centers the 
toilet roll independent of the various 
inner sizes, that toilet rolls come in.



HIGHLINE COLOUR
- DRAIN UNIT SERIES

The Reframe Collection is designed
to match the exclusive Unidrain
floor drain series. The award
winning HighLine series has
recently launched in the same
colours as the accessory line.

Our colours have been meticulously
chosen and matched precisely with
the colours of other manufacturers,
giving you even more options when
choosing and designing the perfect
look for the bathroom – whether
you are going for the warm welcoming
look, or a more streamlined
modern feeling. All you have to do is
choose your favorite colour.
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All  accessories and HighLine panels come in 5 colours:
copper, brass, brushed stainless steel , hand polished stainless steel  and black.



TOILET BRUSH FLOOR 
422 (H) x 89 (Ø) mm

SOAP SHELF AND SHOWER WIPER
Soap shelf 350 (L) x 85 (W) mm, wiper 243 (L) x 187 (B) mm

TOILET BRUSH WALL MOUNTED
416 (H) x 89 (Ø) mm

SPARE TOILET PAPER HOLDER

191 (H) x 60 (Ø) mm

TOWEL BAR

605 (L) x 25 (W)  mm

SHOWER WIPER

243 (W) x 187 (H)  mm

CORNER SOAP SHELF

288 (L) x 211 x 211 mm

TOILET PAPER HOLDER

191 (L) x 34 (H) mm

TOWEL HOOK - 2 PCS

40 (H) x 15 (W) mm
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